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BLuminescence^ is a generic term that includes all forms of
cold light emitted by a molecule in its electronic excited state,
which emits light while returning to the electronic ground
state. Photoluminescence, particularly fluorescence, is the
most widely known and exploited luminescence phenome-
non. In photoluminescence, the electronic excited state is
formed as a consequence of a physical process (i.e.,
photoexcitation).

In contrast, Bchemical luminescence^ refers to those
luminescence phenomena whereby light is produced from

the dark by a chemical reaction, which yields a product in
a singlet excited state.

Chemical luminescence is a fascinating natural phe-
nomenon, which occurs on land and in the ocean, serv-
ing a range of functions, from mating to defense. The
mechanisms of many bioluminescent species are still a
mystery. However, researchers have extensively studied
the chemistry of the well-known firefly luciferase bio-
luminescence, identifying the key intermediates respon-
sible for light emission and coming close to demon-
strating the mechanism. It is now known that firefly
luciferase bioluminescence involves the enzyme lucifer-
ase and the substrate luciferin in an ATP-mediated
process.

Nature-inspired chemistry allows researchers to mimic
this physiological process by generating new synthetic
molecules that decompose with the production of an
unstable dioxetanone intermediate in a singlet excited
state. This is the key species responsible for light emis-
sion. Mimicking nature is a hard job, and most of the
chemical luminescence reactions suffer from a low light
emission quantum yield, which is much lower than that
of the luciferin–luciferase pair.

Chemical luminescence generates much less intense
light emission than photoluminescence because the light
arises from the molecules involved in the reaction. In
contrast, in photoexcitation, the light emission is a func-
tion of the excitation light’s intensity. Lower light emis-
sion intensity may be seen as a disadvantage. However, it
can be advantageous when used in bioanalytics. The
chemical luminescence light signal may be less intense,
but it is also characterized by a very high signal-to-
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noise ratio. This is because the only light background
is the thermal noise of the light detector. With the use
of new generations of photomultiplier tubes or charge-
coupled devices, it is now possible to measure just a
few photons, opening up unexpected ways of ap-
proaching the development of sensitive and miniatur-
ized analytical devices.

Under the term Bchemical luminescence^ we include
chemiluminescence, bioluminescence, electrogenerated
chemiluminescence, and thermochemiluminescence. These
phenomena all require a chemical reaction to produce the emit-
ters in the singlet excited state, and this may involve catalysts,
enzymes, a redox process, and/or thermodecomposition.

Despite the analytical relevance of chemical lumines-
cence for the development of highly sensitive bioassays
and biosensors, the number of publications in the field
is much lower than for photoluminescence. Indeed, there
are photoluminescence publications covering almost every
aspect of analytical chemistry, from separation sciences to
imaging.

BFluorescence^ and Bphotoluminescence^ are often
used as though they are interchangeable. However,
Bfluorescence^ refers to the excited-state decay mode,
which is of course shared by chemical luminescence.
In the latter case, the key aspects are chemically gener-
ating a singlet excited state instead of a triplet and
achieving a reasonable quantum yield of the reaction.

Recent advances in nanotechnology and nanomaterials
have facilitated further improvements in chemical lumi-
nescence’s analytical performance. With this collection,
we present the most recent advances in the use of nano-
particles, layered nanomaterials, quantum dots, and new
catalysts to improve the quantum efficiency of conven-
tional chemiluminescence systems involving hydrogen
peroxide, and related systems.

The contributions to the collection include the use of
new chemiluminescence detection concepts to develop
new analytical formats for homogeneous immunoassays
and for detection of analytes inside cells. Other contri-
butions present new sensitive disposable detectors based
on integrated silicon photodiodes, including the use of a
smartphone camera to detect the development of porta-
ble bioluminescent biosensors. Another aspect addressed
by this collection is the availability of new improved
bioluminescent proteins, such as the small NanoLuc,
which have allowed living whole-cell biosensors to be
implemented into mobile biosensing platforms.

Cataluminescence is luminescence that occurs during
the course of catalysis. By use of the light signal from
the analyte itself, cataluminescence thus offers great an-
alytical potential in terms of real-time response and ro-
bustness. It is essentially used for gas sensing, and a
wide range of gas-sensing applications can be achieved
by the use of different sensor materials. Recent studies
have focused mainly on adsorption and the intermediate
state of the catalytic process. Nanostructured materials
should allow researchers to develop new sensors for
gas-phase detection and for detection of analytes in the
liquid phase.

We are sure that Analytical and Bioanalytical
Chemistry readers will appreciate this collection, which
we hope will provide a useful reference for additional
studies as well as inspiring new approaches based on
nanotechnology and nanomaterials.
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